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Comment on ‘‘Relativistic Positron Creation Using
Ultraintense Short Pulse Lasers’’
Recently Chen et al. reported the remarkable production
of large numbers of relativistic positrons following the
interaction of ultraintense laser pulses with gold targets
[1]. The authors state that this resulted in the highest
positron density ever created (1016 cm3 ) and speculate
that this methodology may be suitable for the realization of
Bose-Einstein condensed positronium (Ps) [2]. We would
like to point out that the production of higher positron
densities is implicit in previous experiments [3], and that
the suggestion that the methodology described by the
authors may be applicable to the production of Ps drastically underestimates the difficulties associated with thermalizing high energy positrons.
The experimental production of a high density of positrons, and then of Ps, has been the focus of our research
efforts for a number of years [4]. Using a relatively low
intensity dc beam and a positron trap [5] we routinely
produce positron bunches with areal densities of up to 5 
1010 cm2 [6] which are implanted into either thin silica
films [7] or metal targets [3]. Reference [3] describes
experiments in which pulses of areal density 3:5 
1010 cm2 are implanted into an Al (111) target at a
mean depth of 25 nm. A substantial fraction of these
positrons will diffuse back to the surface [8] and become
trapped there, weakly bound in a surface state over almost
the same radial extent as the initial beam, and spilling out
from the surface by 0:5 nm [3]. This cloud will have an
areal density of at least 1  1010 cm2 . Using these numbers we may estimate the positron density in the bulk metal
just after implantation (nb ) and also at the surface following diffusion (ns ); we obtain nb  1:5  1016 cm3 and
ns ¼ 2  1017 cm3 . In both cases the positrons are essentially thermal, and are thus well suited to Ps production.
Chen et al. do not discuss possible methods to reduce the
energy of laser induced positrons to the thermal levels
needed to create Ps, but do mention that the overall efficiency of thermalization and Ps formation would be ‘‘much
less than unity.’’ Fast positron thermalization has been
intensively studied for over 50 years with the goal of
producing Ps and monoenergetic positron beams by reducing the energy spread of positrons emitted from energetic
sources [8–15]. One robust material that might be suitable
as a moderator for intense laser generated positrons is
tungsten [16]. When used with a 22 Na source the highest
efficiencies obtained with this material are 1  103 , and
with 6 MeV energy positrons would be less than 1  104 .
This means that in the best case scenario, and assuming
100% positron-Ps conversion, an initial laser induced positron density of 1016 cm3 would translate to a Ps density of
less than 1012 cm3 , for which the Ps Bose-Einstein condensation transition temperature Tc would be 1.5 mK. In
order to achieve a Ps density of 5  1017 cm3 (corresponding to Tc ¼ 9:4 K) would therefore require an in0031-9007=09=103(17)=179501(1)
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crease in the laser pulse energy of at least 5 orders of
magnitude.
While the formation of large bursts of positrons using
intense lasers is certainly interesting, the utility of such
techniques for producing Ps is not clear. Any methods used
to moderate laser generated pulses would likely be just as
applicable to electron accelerators, which can also generate
large bursts of MeV positrons [17], and we are led to
conclude that positrons produced via intense laser pulses
are really only unique in terms of the very short time widths
that may be obtained; in this area other methods probably
cannot compete. With a higher laser repetition rate this
could be useful, for example, in creating a positron ‘‘gun’’
for a high energy accelerator injector [18], especially if the
positron polarization can be controlled via the primary
laser pulse.
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